Through the Eye of a Needle
ROBERT BRAIN
Tapestries are only one part of Robert Brain’s kaleidoscopic career—
anthropologist, lecturer, novelist, chief cook and festival organiser...

...instead of roses, puppies and pretty bridges, our themes
reveal surprises, unexpected juxtapositions and, of course,
good old erotica
Over 25 years ago Bronwyn Watson interviewed Robert
Brain for the Sydney Morning Herald when his tapestries
formed part of a group exhibition at Juniper Hall in
Paddington. The article ends with a cheeky quote from
Robert who was describing how he is quite happy to
sew while sitting in the park, at airports and even at the
beach. ‘The other day a little old lady in the park asked
me ‘How did you learn to do that difficult thing?’ I said,
‘It’s not difficult, lady, it’s just in and out, in and out, like
that other easy thing you know.’’
With this year’s publication of his autobiography (The
Life and Tapestries of Robert Brain), there is much more
irreverent humour and cheek interspersed amongst tales
of wild and unconventional living, all illustrated with the
colourful tapestries Robert has been creating for over
fifty years.
ROBERT BRAIN AND HIS BRILLIANT CAREER
It is the biography of a most unusual person and
describes what to an observer looks to have been a
charmed life, beginning in Tasmania, zigzagging around
the world and arriving at his home today in the Blue
Mountains.
Life in London (and indeed in other parts of the world) in
the fifties, sixties and even seventies offered an exciting
new freedom and ease with which the mobile young
were able to cross not only geographical divides, but
social divides, to work at anything and to do just about
whatever they wanted to do. Robert did it all and kept
his own idiosyncratic and colourful record.
He is a talented artist and his borrowings from the
works of the great (Munch’s scream, Caravaggio’s
youthful bacchus) are clever and humorous, erotic and
rude. He often adapts traditional themes by inserting
contemporary images, such as the kabuki actors with
sports gear such as golf clubs and tennis racquets, or
creating pastiches such as the Renaissance noblemen
hunting Australian fauna or St. Eustace on an armoured
vehicle hunting the ‘savage’ kangaroo.
Robert had been introduced to the female world of
clothes, cooking, knitting and music as the youngest
child of a large blended family but it would still be quite a
few years ‘before I felt sufficiently at home in my genderbending body to return to the joys of needle and thread.’
He introduces his story with the following advice: ‘I
began by merely having a vague conception of what
I wanted to do and building up the whole tapestry
gradually. I advise every enthusiast embroiderer to try
these methods, in order to avoid the tiring, blinding
counting of the stitches using a stranger’s design. In this

way we can rescue embroidery’s glum reputation, and
move it from the world of fussy, old maids’ pretty-pretty
patterns to a genuine, gender-free art form. It may also
help if, instead of roses, puppies and pretty bridges, our
themes reveal surprises, unexpected juxtapositions and,
of course, good old erotica.’
AN IMPRESSIVE CURRICULUM VITAE
Robert Brain was born in 1933 in Tasmania and
studied history there. He later studied anthropology
in London and worked as an anthropologist in Africa.
He has written a dozen books, from novels to works
of anthropology (The Decorated Body), translations
(including of Maigret) and worked as a teacher, lecturer,
tour guide, cook and at every other imaginable type of
work, especially anything which asked for good looks,
chutzpah and quick thinking.
Robert has had many exhibitions of his tapestries in
various parts of the world, the most recent at Maunsell
Wicks in Sydney in March this year where one of his long
time friends, writer David Malouf commended the show
with these words:
‘I suspect that all of us here know different Roberts.
According to where, in his varied life, we first
encountered him. I knew him best in the late
seventies and early eighties in Southern Tuscany, in
the years of the Red Brigade murder of Aldo Moro; at
the convent near Batignano that he had by then spent
several years helping to restore to a new and very unRenaissance grandeur; and in the walled Italian garden
he had made there.
‘Italy by its cuisine, its olive-culture, its art, its opera …
had replaced Africa as Robert’s cultural world… though
never of course completely ….and he was the domestic
and communal heart …as the chief cook and manager
of the sleeping…. of an opera festival that over its thirty
years from 1974 to 2004 was of international significance.
Great days! I see that you can read about in The Life and
Tapestries and see reflected in its many illustrations. But
that is only part of Robert’s story, because it is only one
part of Robert’s kaleidoscopic career.
Previous page:
Robert with Mother and Brother, inspired by Munch’s
painting, The Scream, and early paintings of
Tasmanian Aboriginals
Opposite:
Tempesta (The Tempest) after Giorgione’s The Tempest:
Aboriginal mother with baby in St. David’s Park, Hobart,
and Richmond Bridge in the centre

This page: London Threesome:
Margaret, Robert and Richard
Opposite: Japanese kabuki actor
(sportsman)

That is an extraordinary progression of highs and lows.
Of brilliant achievements, and just when it seems about
to settle into its lifetimes’s course, of what looks from
the outside like deliberate wreckage. In fact it is the
utterly individual attempt by a man of multiple gifts

‘The keynote to Robert’s character
as I see it, is impatience. He hates
what is settled and quiet. ‘
to find out what it is that really defines and expresses
him. Which is, in the end, not the brilliant careers as a
pioneering African anthropologist, or as a university
teacher, or as the writer of a dozen books, including a
Faber and Faber novel and the two books, Friends and

Opposite page:
Saint Eustace on Armoured Vehicle Hunting the
Savage Kangaroo (after Pisanello’s painting, The
Vision of Saint Eustace)
Above:
Renaissance Noblemen Hunting Australian Fauna
(pastiche)

Opposite page:
New Use for Adelaide Bank
(imagined converted into a
brothel for tourists in 2032)
Above:
Gumnut Babies (detail)
Right:
Adult Books (detail)

‘Robert has managed to live and outlive several lives. All of them
inventive, all of them amazingly productive. This is the one he
wants to live on and represent him.’
Lovers and The Decorated Body, that make an important
contribution to his originally chosen field.. but the
works we see around these walls.
‘The keynote to Robert’s character as I see it, is
impatience. He hates what is settled and quiet. Socially
he itches to set people…. for the sheer interest of it: to

create mayhem. He can’t sit still. The paradox is, that
the work of his life that he most values is the product
of just that. Of sitting, sitting still; of building a picture
patiently stitch by stitch… as a painter works with
stroke on stroke of the brush… till what was an empty
canvas is a lively world of colour, perspective, creative

energy and play; of outrageous juxtapositions and
sometimes scatological wit; intended, to repeat what I
said earlier, to set us on, to create mayhem, but this time
within the bounds of a strict and satisfying aesthetic.
‘I’ll leave you to your own encounter with this… I’d just
recommend to you Robert’s very brief Preface, where
he tells us how he does it. Working like a painter, from
no pattern; letting the image emerge, stitch by stitch
in the doing. This is itself extraordinary. Think of the
conceptual grasp that demands. Consider, as you move
from piece to piece, the range of reference of invention.
Think of the patience it involves… as opposed to the
constitutional impatience it expresses at the world he
is dealing with. Think then of the quietistic, domestic
craft of gentle womanly needlework, and see where the
work of these walls takes it, and what they make of it.
‘Robert has managed to live and outlive several lives.
All of them inventive, all of them amazingly productive.
This is the one he wants to live on and represent him.’
It is to be hoped that a publisher will pick up Robert
Brain’s book and reprint his memoir to take it to a
wider readership. Future exhibitions of Robert Brain’s
tapestries are planned for Bathurst Regional Art Gallery
and Maitland Regional Art Gallery.

Intrepid Explorers, Robert and Neal setting out for the Adelaide Hills

